
Winemaker
About the farm &

Louis Roos, cellarmaster at Mooiplaas 
works closely with his cousin and assistant 
winemaker Dirk (who incidentally made 
the red wine in this month’s selection…).  

When you taste this wine, it might not be 
all too surprising to learn that Louis is a 
devout Bonsai enthusiast. When he isn’t 
pruning tiny trees, or medium sized vines, 
he also enjoys bird-watching, reading and 
walking his two dogs. All of this seems to 
shine through in the Houmoed Chenin.  

Louis’ high school aptitude test had him 
pinned as a Vet... 
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Dryland. Stop.  Bushvines.  Stop. Chenin.  Stop.  
Words we would have wanted to see in a 
telegraph back in the days of telegraphs.  Looking 
into the future, the Chenin Varietal is probably 
the future of South Africa’s global wine presence 
and certainly the playground of some of  today’s 
Greats like Eben Saide.  

Watch the Chenin space.  The varietal is about 
as diverse as it gets, when working with old 
vineyards as with this wine, the grapes decide 
what it wants to be. 

WeWhat Think
(Why we picked it)

FarmNot just any old
Notably, Mooiplaas is operated as a Trust 
and very involved in conservancy efforts.  
(Not all Roos’s are automatically hired ;), 
they actually do have to interview for the 
job).  On a more serious note, Mooiplaas 
is also a Private Nature Reserve situated 
in the heart of the Cape Floral Kingdom, 
one of only six plant kingdoms in the 
world. Although it is the smallest, the 
Cape Floral Kingdom is the richest plant 
kingdom, with 9600 plant species - more 
than in the United Kingdom’s kindgom! 

Quoting UNESCO: “The Cape Floral 
Region represents less than 0.5% of the 
area of Africa, but is home to nearly 20% 
of the continent’s flora. Its plant species 
diversity, density and endemism are 
among the highest worldwide, and it has 
been identified as one of the world’s 18 
biodiversity hot-spots.

In 1995, Tielman and his wife Janine 
registered the Mooiplaas Private Nature 
Reserve on the estate, dedicating it to 
the conservation of endangered fynbos 
species. Tielman is chairman of the 
Bottelary Hills Renosterveld Conservancy 
of which the Mooiplaas nature reserve 
forms part. The whole area falls within 
the Cape Winelands Biosphere Reserve, 
which forms part of the World Network of 
Biosphere Reserves.

The tight knit Roos clan have been farming 
Mooiplaas for many a moon; although they are 
known for good value wines, this Chenin is an 
experimental foray into using their heritage old 
vine blocks as a stand-alone rather than letting 
this unique juice get absorbed into large blends.  
We, for one, are thankful that they took that leap.

ExperimentHappy

All grown on the Roos farm, called Mooiplaas. 
This Chenin stems exclusively from a 2 hectare 
single eponymous vineyard.  The Houmoed block 
was planted by the Roos grandfather in 1969 as 
dryland bushvines.  Soils of the Bottelary are 
mostly decomposed Table Mountain sandstone, 
the soils are rough and puts serious pressure 
on vineyards to survive, those that do, give 
beautifully textured wines.

Terroir (fancy French notion)



Winemaker
About the farm &

Dirk Roos and his lovely wife are the 
brains, the brawn and the passion behind 
this fine vineyard. Their artisanal sense 
and experience shows in the deft elegance 
and beautifully designed packaging.  

When he isn’t making wine under their 
family label, Dirk also assists his older 
cousin Louis on Mooiplaas (if you are 
reading this sheet first you will learn 
about Mooiplaas very shortly).  

When Dirk isn’t making wine here or 
there, well, then he drinks wine, surfs 
a bit, potters around the garden, hangs 
out with the wife and their two kids that 
keep him from finishing that book that 
has been lying next to his bed for weeks. 
In his own words, “I also love listening to 
my wife play the piano, and I am a pretty 
good cook.” Perhaps Dirk will whip up 
some light game or lamb for us one day 
to sip Verlieft while the sun sets over the 
Mooiberge.

The family cat is called Katzen, and 
according to his aptitude test, Dirk should 
have been a politician or psychiatrist. He’s 
probably a bit of both already.
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Bad Pairing ideas
According to the Winemaker: 

“MONDAY MORNINGS”
No other notable counter-indications
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Yes

There are many “Bordeaux Blend” wines 
and blends out there and we tasted a 
great deal of them for this shipment. To 
stand out from the masses this wine really 
had to stand out in a crowd - and that’s 
exactly what Verlieft achieved. This wine 
embodies everything that Tank & Barrel 
stands for.

WeWhat Think
(Why we picked it)

Growswhere it
Check out the Houmoed Tasting Guide in 

this same section for information on the 
farm.  Handily, Dirk is able to pluck here 

and there on Mooiplaas to make his label.  
Wonder if his cousins are jealous?
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